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4The ATLAS Muon system
Stand-alone 
momentum resolution 
ΔpT/pT < 10% 








Had. calorimeter: 20k channels




6The ATLAS Inner Detector
Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) 
(350k channels) with e/π separation
2 Tesla Solenoid












• Cosmic muons generated across 
large area on surface
• Production vertex within ±300m
• Energy range 10 GeV - 5 TeV
• Muons extrapolated through rock
using GEANT
• Apply filter to increase eﬃciency:
• Keep only generated tracks pointing
into sphere around detector
• Keep only events that have simulated
hit in detector 
Samples with diﬀerent detector 
geometry and with or without 
magnetic field
Simulation of cosmics in the Pit
ATLAS Commissioning and impact on software
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Commissioning of the ATLAS detector in the pit has started more 
than 2 years ago with the first cosmic events recorded
Periodic dedicated cosmic runs have taken place with more and 
more of the individual subdetectors in place
Detector geometry changed between periods (open detector) and 
reconstruction software needed to be adapted
Non standard configuration of subdetectors during early commissioning 
phase (e.g. different active gas in the TRT)
Cosmic events require special treatment in several parts of the 
detectors
Random arrival time of the cosmic muons with respect to LHC clock
Dedicated algorithms for reconstruction of muons in the calorimeters
Reconstruction software needed to be able to cope with these non-
standard situation before corresponding data taking started
































Dedicated streams for 
calibration/alignment 
Calibration and Alignment Loop
•Provides 1st pass calibration and 
alignment within 24h
•Input to bulk reconstruction at the 
Tier-0 
•Can also use express stream
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Real Data / Bytestream
Simplified overview over 
reconstruction chain
Data decoders/simulation provides raw 
data objects
Use of conditions information (cabling, 
calibration, alignment, DCS, …)
Detector description




DQ Monitoring, Event display
Reconstruction of cosmic muons
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As already mentioned, cosmic muons need a special treatment 
in the reconstruction
Cosmic muons are non-pointing to the center
of ATLAS, pattern recognition needs to avoid 
pointing constraint
Cosmic muons cross both halves of the 
detector; information from both halves needs
to be combined for optimal precision
Calorimeter reconstruction uses modified 
clustering algorithm for an enhanced muon
detection
Cosmic muons are mostly clean 
events that can be used to study 
and optimize the combined muon
 performance algorithm
Improvements to combined tracking
 (ID+Muon) algorithms and tools




Data quality checks are performed online on the output from 
the event filter as well as offline during the reconstruction at 
the Tier-0
Dedicated monitoring algorithms histogram different 
subdetector quantities and correlations between subdetectors
ID pT from 
cosmic events Cosmic muon distribution 
(muon system)
Tile efficiency with respect 
to ID and Muon tracks
Event displays
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Event displays are a very important fast feedback on what’s 
currently happening in the detector
E.g. synchronization between detectors, noise, … 
Also very helpful for developers of reconstruction algorithms
Commissioned using cosmic and first beam events 
Beam halo event in the ATLAS Detector
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Calibration and alignment loop
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Calibration and alignment algorithms and procedures have 
been successfully applied to cosmic and first beam events
Calibration loop tested in addition during several MC based 
exercises (“Full Dress Rehearsal”)
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Offline performance studies provide direct feedback to 
detector commissioning as well as important input for 
simulation verification
Example: comparison of measured pT in Muon spectrometer 
and Inner Detector for both cosmic data and simulation
Energy loss in calorimeters for cosmic muons in the top halve (left plot) and 


















Reconstruction software needs not only to be able to deal 
with all kind of events but also be robust against beam 
background and detector effects
Beam splash events (bottom right)  
Noise in the detectors,




Months of cosmic data (incl. showers) 
has helped to make core offline software 
very robust
No crash on high occupancy events
Summary & Conclusions
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ATLAS offline reconstruction software is being 
commissioned with first data
Cosmic ray events
First single beam events
Full offline reconstruction chain is in place
Core reconstruction algorithms including dedicated cosmic algorithms
Data quality monitoring and event display
Calibration and alignment algorithms and procedures
Software needs to be robust against high occupancy events 
as well as noise in the subdetectors
No crash on e.g. beam splash events
Important feedback to hardware commissioning from 
detector performance studies
